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Historical Context

THE STORY OF THE ALCAZAR GARDENS C"ol G,een"ee

'The past is a foreign country; they spoke a different language
there. "

The Go-Between (A Cannes Festival award winning film)

To trace the history of the Alcazar Gardens of Balboa Park, and to
identify their significance as part of San Diego's regional herrtage,
this chapter will explore their connections with the Moorish
gardens of Spain. This chapter will also link the popular twentieth
century appreciation of Moorish gardens to the emergence of the

Spanish Revival style that became an architectural vernacular in
those parts of America which have strong ties to Hispanic history.

The importance of the Alcazar Gardens is cultural. in the broadest
sense of the tenn. 1 To Americans, the culture represented by these

gardens belongs to an unfamiliar time and place: Islamic Spain.2

Because the rich, complex history of Spain is not well understood
by most English-speaking park visitors, and because the pattern
and symbolism of Moorish gardens are not part of America's
cultural literacy, non-Hispanic visitors often need extra help in
interpreting the design metaphors of the Alcazar Gardens.3

For Americans one key that can help unlock some of the seeming
mystery of Moorish gardens is an understanding of the term
alcazar. This word evolved from the Arab language, and means
the (al) fortified palace (casr). In Andalusia this word is

pronounced al-KAH-sar, with the accent on the second syllable.4

Each major city in Moorish Spain had its own fortified palace--a
large walled compound that contained royal reception and dining
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rooms, pleasure gardens, business offices, workers' quarters,
orchards, food gardens, cisterns, workshops and farm animals. A
Moorish alcazar was a miniature medieval city, completely
equipped for survival in times of siege.S

For a historic overview of the Balboa Park gardens, the chief focus
of this chapter will be upon the protected pleasure gardens inside
the walls of the Alcazar of Seville. San Diegots Alcazar Gardens
are modeled upon these Spanish courtyards, and are significant
because they represent a continuity of landscape design that ties
San Diego to Seville to Syria to Sumer to the mythical paradise of
Eden.6 For landscape historians the San Diego Alcazar Gardens
are a rare, one-of-a-kind public example of the Hispano
Moresque garden--absolutely unique in southern California.7 As a
part of Balboa Park, these gardens are held in public trust for the
citizens and visitors of San Diego, maintained under the
stewardship of the city.

The walled, semi-secluded Alcazar Gardens area of Balboa Park is
a small landscape gem-~a modest local solitaire strung on a far
flung chain of larger, showier garden jewels. All are part of an
imagined necklace of Islamic-style gardens stretching across space
and time, linking Persia, Arabia, North Africa, Spain and
California; connecting the Middle Eastern cultures of prehistory to
the contemporary gardens of the international expositions of San
Diego and Seville.s

To appreciate the significance of the Alcazar Gardens in their
historical context, it is useful to examine them against the
standard criteria used by the National Register of Historic Places.
In brief, there are three relevant criteria for evaluating the
significance of this landscape:
-The site must have been associated with an important event;
-The site must have been associated with or designed by an
important person;
-The site must represent an important design type or period.
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As summarized at a Historic Landscape Design Symposium, held

at Michigan State University in May, 1986: "The quality of
significance in American history, architecture...and culture is

present in ...sites...that possess integrity of location, design, setting,
materials, workmanship, feeling and association land] that have

made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our
history."9

The significant event for which the gardens were created...
The Alcazar Gardens were a prominent feature of the 1935
California Pacific International Exposition. Most such expositions

have bequeathed their host cities with permanent patrimonies of
museum-filled parks and garden promenades. The enduring

landscape legacy of world's fairs has been particularly strong in
San Diego (Balboa Park, 1915-16 and 1935-36), San Francisco
(Golden Gate Park, 1894), Barcelona (Citadel Park, 1888, and
Montjuic Park, 1929), and Seville (Maria Luisa Park, 1914/29, and
Isla de Cartuja, 1992)10 (see chart, appendix El. These and other
world's fairs have had great importance in shaping the aesthetic
norms of the Western world during the last 140 years. Quite apart
from the capitalistic commercial intents that spawned them,
world's fairs have functioned as forums for fashion. They have
displayed the design ideals of their times, and have endowed

posterity with civic concentrations of elegant buildings and
pleasure gardens. Today the sites of many expo parks remain

intact as physical documentation of the tastes of their eras: visual,
dimensional records of popularized values and fantasies. 11

The San Diego Alcazar Gardens were designed almost as an

afterthought for the hastily-conceived 1935 fair. They evolved as a
low-budget retrofit of the 1915 Montezuma Garden, transforming

an undistinguished formal garden into a more trendy "neo-Arab"
style. This style was initiated by JCN Forestier in Maria Luisa Park,

designed for the city of Seville for an international exposition that

was postponed because of World War 1. 12 The success of this
style helped stimulate the contagious craze for Spanish music,
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furniture and architecture that swept across California, Florida and
the southwestern states between the two world wars. In California,
this craze was a natural outgrowth of the Mission Revival period,

begun at the end of the last century." That fashion ultimately
produced a twentieth-century regional design vernacular that

came to be known, playfully, as 'Hollywood Spanish.'"

The 1935 Alcazar Gardens evoked the romantic spirit of their

times, and were so artfully incorporated into an existing
interspace between two large 1915 expo buildings that they seem
a rightful part of the original plan. 1S They are fully in keeping with
the elaborate Vice-regal style buildings of Balboa Park's first fair,
and they also reiterate the designs of Maria Luisa Park, created for
Seville's first fair. 16

The significant designer who created the gardens...
As a popular architect, Richard Requa was instrumental in
defining a sense of place in southern California between the early

1900's and World War 11 '7 By publishing two major design
source books and many newspaper articles, Requa became one of

America's chief figures in influencing the architectural tastes of
the public in the 1920s and 19305.'8 His 1912-1923 professional
association with Frank Mead, who had visited North Africa and

had photographed its architecture, helped form Requa's views
about the appropriateness of Mediterranean architecture for the
environmental conditions of southern California. 19

The process of educating himself and the public about regionally
appropriate architecture became Requa's life task. The emerging
aesthetic awareness of Requa's era fomented an ideal climate of

taste in which to help educate San Diegans about the rightness of
Spanish styles for their own region.20 To pursue his quest, Requa
went straight to original design sources in Spain and North Africa
for inspiration. He visited many Mediterranean countries, on at

least two trips, and during his travels the regional architecture of

Andalusia appears to have captured his fancy above all else.21
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From his trips Requa amassed a large collection of photographs,
which he used as studio resource material.21 The result is that his
work is directly adapted from authentic examples, and does not
suffer from second-hand long-distance interpretations. 23

Engaged in local architectural practice for nearly four decades,
Richard Requa designed for San Diego, incorporating the most
modern concepts and conveniences available to him.24 Yet his
deep respect for the timeless wisdom of indigenous Mediterranean
design always informed his choice of stylistic models. He was
successful in San Diego because his keen understanding of
environmental principles enabled him to translate Andalusian
styles into the language of 19205 and '305 California fashion
without sacrificing the practical considerations of contemporary
living. Since he had studied Spanish styles in situ, he understood
the climate, geography and construction materials that had
generated his models. In his travels he was able to observe
notable public and private gardens in their physio-social context-
imbedded in their native matrix of custom, history and cultural
complexities. Requa1s astute comments about form, function and
geoclimatic adaptation are as compelling for southern
Californians today as they were sixty-five years ago. 25

In planning his buildings and gardens, Requa often created
simplified composite impressions, distilled from the many
combined examples he had sought out in Spain and Africa. Thus,
his Balboa Park Alcazar Gardens condense the essence of dozens
of diverse Sevillean prototypes--those multiple models he saw and
photographed within the walls of the Akazar and nearby parks-
into a single easily-comprehended unit.26

One of the intriguing facets of the 1935 expo garden gem is that
deep within its design lies a mirror through which a discerning
viewer may see reflections of distant, ancient worlds. The Alcazar
Gardens of San Diego1s second world IS fair act as a looking-glass
into early human history, reflecting elements of the neo-Arab and
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Moorish gardens of Spain ...which in turn mirror the Islamic
gardens of old Damascus and Baghdad, and the pre-Islamic
gardens of Persia. These reflections are backward-vanishing

images that disappear into the very cradle of civilization, where

Eden is a real place: a verdant wetland in an arid region, walled

by steep-sided bluffs, for enclosure.27

Today, the wise management of water is again--as it was in
ancient times--an important conservation concern for low-rainfall
regions that shelter ever-growing populations. 28 Thus, for

Californians, the hidden historic symbolism of the Alcazar
Gardens joins its aesthetic appeal as tandem reasons to investigate

the value of these gardens to San Diego.

The significant sty/e--the type and the period of the gardens...
THE ERA

In California the popular fashion for things Spanish evolved as a
series of fads, during a period of about five and a half decades.

Each fad seemed to blend effortlessly into the next, beginning with
the emergence of the Mission Revival style at the turn of the

century (initiated at the Chicago world's fair of 1893, and also
featured at San Francisco's Midwinter Fair of 1894, the Saint louis
fair of 1904 and both California fairs of 1915), then shifting to a
taste for ornate Spanish Renaissance themes <embraced by
Bertram Goodhue and Carleton Winslow for the 1915 exposition

in San Diego) and eventually settling into a comfortable

appreCiation of the modest Andalusian farmhouse style as a
broadly adaptable type, congruent with the California ideals of the
19205 and '30S.29 The geoclimatic similarities between southern

Spain and southern California made each of the above succession
of styles attractive to San Diegans, but the plain unpretentious

Andalusian prototypes that Requa liked were especially useful as
models which appealed to a wide variety of American preferences
and pocketbooks. This type was adroitly exemplified by Requa in
the small stucco cottages and the Spanish Village area of the 1935
exposition. 30
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Requa became conversant with all variants of Andalusian
architecture, from farmhouse to townhouse to palace. For public
display at Balboa Park's 1935 exposition, he chose to draw design
inspiration from two Sevillean garden complexes. One of his
sources is acknowledged in the present name of the area: the
Alcazar Gardens. 31 The other source is a silent partner of
inspiration: Maria Luisa Park. These two garden complexes are
only a few blocks from each other, in the heart of the oldest
district of Seville, and each reinforces the design genius of the
other (see plan-maps, figures 4 and 5).

THE ALCAZAR MODEL

The most famous of Spain's several alcazars is the Alhambra--an
Arab nickname which means "The Red," because of the reddish
stone used in its construction. Seville, Cordoba, Granada, Malaga,
Toledo and Segovia each had its own distinctive alcazar, but of all
these, the remnant of the Moorish palace in Seville contains the
most beautifully tiled gardens. In Seville it is the generous use of
ceramics that sets the gardens apart from those of the other
alcazars. The quality and variety of the tile work makes them
strikingly different from the more famous Alhambra and
Generalife gardens of Granada" (see map, appendix F).

The layout: In the Seviliean palace compound the pleasure
gardens comprise an extensive series of about two dozen hedged
or walled open-air courtyards and patios, each built around a
water feature such as a pool or low fountain 33 (see photos,
appendix G). Intersecting walks converge at right angles upon
each water feature, to create a tiny paved court. Often, four
benches are placed at the corner of this smaIi focai space, to
establish an intimate conversation area around a quietly splashing
fountain.34 Together, the fountain and benches fonn a quincunx:
an arrangement of four identical features at each corner of a
rectangle, setting off a fifth feature at the center of the group.35
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Figure 3.

It is this typical quinCunx panern that Requa adopted for his 1935
interpretation of the more than twenty varied garden areas within
the crenelated parapets of the Alcazar of seville.'6 The Balboa
Park example represents a visual precis of Seville's tiled style of
Moorish garden: a formal, compartmented outdoor space; divided
by perpendicular axial walks; featuring one or more fountains;
surrounded by a wall or tall hedges. The decorative variations
upon this modular format can be infinite, employing a wide range

of materials, proportions and omamentations37 (figures 1, 2 and

3).

The tiles: In Sevillean architecture, the most characteristic
decorative material is the colorful glazed tile that adorns walls,
walks, stair risers, fountains and benches. The Spanish term for
tile is azulejo--a derivation of ~ zulache. (or ~ zuleija), which
means small burned stone. 38 Tile is abundant in Seville because
the ceramics-producing district of Triana, just across the
Guadalquivir river from the city, has for centuries manufactured
high quality azulejos for export trade and local use. Tile is so
cheap and so readily available in Seville that it has become the
definitive decorative hallmark of architecture in the surrounding
region.39

In seville, glossy patterned tile sometimes covers entire surfaces of
a patio's walls and furnishings. In its allover repeat patterns,
Moorish tile work has a mesmerizing effect. The lustrous sheen
and rich colors of ceramics contrast handsomely with the fresh
greens of vegetation, providing so much visual interest that
flowers are not needed in order to please the eye. One of the
striking characteristics of Andalusian gardens, in fact, is that plants
playa secondary role in the overall design--subordinate to other
decorative elements such as tile, wrought iron and carved stone.

In addition to its aesthetic appeal, tile is also a tough, practical,
long-lasting material for outdoor living areas.40 Its smooth surface
is easy to clean, its colors are virtually fade-proof, its modular
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units make repair or replacement easy, and its hardness endures
years of wear and weather extremes.41

Ceramics have so long outlived the civilizations that employed
them that, to archaeologists and historians, varied clays, glaze
types and design characteristics reveal volumes about the cultures
of their origin. Tile craftsmanship is a major element of the garden
legacy brought to Spain centuries ago from Morocco, Turkey and
the Far East...and then brought to California from Spain via
Mexico.42 In the twentieth century the neo-Arab fashion displayed
in Maria Luisa Park revived Euro-American interest in the tile
heritage of Spain and helped encourage a thriving ceramics
industry in California.4 ' In the bold colors and stylized patterns of
San Diego's Alcazar Gardens tiles one can see California
derivations of Hispano-Moresque motifs--influenced by the
creative vision of JCN Forestier's Maria Luisa Park--which are
drawn frorn the venerable tiles of the palace gardens of Seville.

THE MAllIA LUISA PAliK MODEL

In the first decade of this century the city of Seville commissioned
a French landscape master, JCN Forestier, to redesign an old
estate as a site for a world's fair to be held in the next few years.
The resulting Maria Luisa Park was completed in 1914, but
European conflict caused postponement of the exposition until
1929.44 In creating this multi-garden park for Sevillean residents
and visitors, Forestier abstracted Moorish themes from the nearby
Alcazar palace patios and synthesized them into the pre-Art Deco
fashion known in Spain as the neo-Arab style.4S Through
Forestier's imaginative development of Maria Luisa Park, the
conventions of Moorish palace gardens were democratized; they
were transfonned into public leisure gardens for m.l the people-
not just the royal few-to enjoy.

Today Maria Luisa Park functions as a sort of Rosetta Stone of
Hispano-Moresque garden design, helping landscape historians
understand the design language of the Arab gardens that preceded
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Figure 6: Forestier bench detail.
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Figure 7: Forestier garden sketch.
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the 1929 fair, in terms of the planning lingo of the modern
gardens that evolved in Spain and America during the 1920s and
19305.46 In effect Maria Luisa Park is the critical design link

between the Alcazar Gardens in Seville and in Balboa Park.
Forestier's intriguing interpretations of the Moorish garden module
contain the basic elements of a new California design vernacular
(see figures 6 and 7). Forestier's designs are a projection of
romantic ideas and legends, stated in materials that are
environmentally appropriate to Andalusia and to our own dry
region. 47 In Maria Luisa Park Forestier made liberal use of the
abundant Triana tiles, using them in such a charming variety of
ways that many of his tiled garden features seem fresh and witty
today--eighty years after he planned Seville1s crowning urban
green space.

In the 1920s Forestier's expo park was considered to be a brilliant
landscape tour de force. Although Requa must certainly have
been powerfully influenced by the engaging gardens in the then
new Maria Luisa Park, his own books--surprisingly--make no
mention of the park, nor do they contain any photographs of it.48

In contrast with Requa's silence about Forestier's work, other
192015 experts on the Hispano-Moresque garden waxed eloquent
about Forestier's innovative gardens: many photographs of Maria
Luisa Park were published in French, British and American books
of the period, making it possible today to view the park as Requa
saw it.49 Although Requa never referred to it in his books, Maria
Luisa Park must surely have been the conceptual catalyst that
inspired him to bring a modern Moorish garden to the people of
San Diego.50

BALBOA PARK

The design intent of the Balboa Park Alcazar Gardens was to
create a public leisure garden, modeled on the royal gardens of
Islamic Spain; to provide a quiet outdoor space for sedate
enjoyment. The San Diego gardens are meant for Sitting, strolling,
reading, contemplation and conversation.51 They transfer the
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privileges of the private estate of nobility to the more accessible
realm of a public park. As in Forestier's designs, Requa's gardens
represent a socio-ideological shift from aristocracy to
democracy.52

Nested into the larger park aggregate of museum buildings,
landscaped avenues and sweeping lawns, the San Diego Alcazar
Gardens occupy a box-like shell of open space, surrounded by a
stucco arcade on one side, blocky buildings on each end, and a
medium-height wall with two nee-Renaissance arched portals on
the founh side.53 The solid, faceless architedural masses of the
end buildings emphasize the spacious, sunny openness of
thegarden enclosure.s4

The psychological impression of the Alcazar Gardens is of an
idyllic, passive-use refuge in a busy, active-use park. The plan of
the area is disciplined and controlled; discreet and simple. Its
ornamentation is restrained, focusing on two colorfully tiled
fountains placed along its center axis. As in Seville, its internal
divisions are defined by low-hedged walks that divide planting
beds into mirror-image quadrants, and that connect the two focal
fountains with four entry portals.

Everything about the internal space is low: low clipped hedges,
low tiled fountains, low backless seats. This carpet-like near
flatness gives immediate visual access to the entire space at a
single glance--uninterrupted by trees or other features that would
interfere with spatial comprehension. 55 By contrast, the garden
perimeters are bounded by tall palms, majestic ficus trees and
dense shrubs. Views of traffic and other distradions are shut out of
the placid scene by surrounding walls and vegetation. The area
borrows much of its exotic atmosphere from vistas gl impsed
beyond its mission-style parapet: eucalyptus treetops, a gleaming
tiled dome and a soaring sculpture-ornamented tower that
reminded Requa of the famed Giralda of seville.56
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Because the gardens are formal in plan, and do not depend upon
large shade trees as key design elements, the fundamental
appearance is static; it is essentially changeless in character. This
quality of enduring stability is closely associated with the
seemingly timeless nature of Islamic gardens in all parts of the
world.

For visual interest, the San Diego interpretation of the royal
Moorish garden is enlivened by--but not dependent upon--its
plants. Flanking the walks, permanent boxwood hedges outline
large rug-like parterres of colorful flowers which are changed
seasonally.57 Medium-height shrubs provide pleasant year-round
greenery at the borders, softening the straight lines of the
enclosure walls with foliage. This foliage, in turn, dapples the flat
planes of walls and walks with ever-shifting shadows. Beyond the
walls, groves of swaying sugar gums--so characteristic of Balboa
Park--delineate the nearby skyline, reinforcing a sense of safe
enclosure within the quiet garden.

The Balboa Park Alcazar Gardens are modeled quite faithfully
upon the traditional concept of Sevillean court gardens.58 Yet
their ultimate visual character is unquestionably Californian.59 No
one familiar with Seville would mistake this area for a genuine bit
of Andalusia; it is easily identifiable as a San Diego garden by its
local plants and construction materials... including its Hollywood
Spanish tiles.

In the southern California of the 1920s and 130s, a burgeoning of
regional tile manufacturers supplied designers with a timely
abundance of ceramics, glazed in lovely jewel-like colors.
Twentieth-century production techniques yielded crisply defined
polychrome patterns in a luscious range of hues never seen by the
Moors. More than any other feature of the Alcazar Gardens, it is
the tiled fountains that transform this otherwise plain area into a
landscape gem. Their arresting colors, their shiny surfaces and
their rhythmic repetitions of pattern have a compelling appeal that
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lures viewers close to each fountain...to inspect the details of their

geometric forms, to appreciate the workmanship of their ceramics,
to listen to the music of their burbling jets, and to sense a certain
mysterious magic in the novelty of their very existence at the heart

of Balboa Park.

The tiled neo-Arab garden style--as translated into the 19205 and
'30s Hollywood Spanish vernacular of California--has proven to
be as durable, functional and attractive as its centuries-old
prototypes in Andalusian Spain and ancient Persia. Although San
Diego's interpretation of a Moorish garden is a copy of a copy of a

copy, the Balboa Park Alcazar Gardens are an appealing aesthetic
statement in their own right. The serene, wind-sheltered area

stands on its own merits as an unassuming work of landscape art.
In repeating the themes of Hispano-Moresque gardens found in
Spain's alcazars and in Maria Luisa Park, this area is a concise

summary of the history of thousands of years of gardening and
farming in dry lands. It can serve as a local cautionary reminder; a
symbol of the sacred relationship that always exists between a

civilization and the natural resources upon which it depends.

Richard Requa did more than import a then-fashionable garden
idea to San Diego: he created a new regional model and placed it
where it would be seen often. Because Balboa Park is enjoyed by
so many people, the gardens have had over fifty-five years of high
visibility. They are an important part of the collective memory of

several generations of residents and visitors, who have grown
ever-more familiar with the distinctive style and features of the
Moorish model through the Alcazar Gardens.

The Alcazar Gardens present a landscape concept that seems
fresh and novel to those whose garden ideals were developed in

other climates and were gUided by other cultural forces.

Emblematic of a long history of dry-clime gardening, the Alcazar
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area suggests appropriate alternatives to the design conventions
that Americans have brought to California from non
Mediterranean regions. It has been said that we are educated by
what we see, and in each visit to the Alcazar Gardens the public
is qUietly informed about a historic landscape style.

As befits the timeless message of the tiled Moorish garden, the
Alcazar Gardens have worn quite well. They have weathered
many shifts in the winds of fashion, and have endured to witness a
revitalized interest in the cultural influences of Spain.60 And as
public awareness of the need for sensitive preservation has grown,
an enlarging body of landscape-conservation literature has kept
pace with it, to help the public understand and enjoy its nearby
treasures.61

Epilogue
Gardens--Iike music, dance and the decorative arts--are non
verbal forms of communication that seem to have universal
appeal. Because of San Diego's geographic location--at the
southwest corner of the continental United States, and closely
neighboring Mexico--the Alcazar Gardens have an added
potential for cultural significance, beyond the three criteria of the
National Register of Historic places listed at the beginning of this
chapter. These gardens can function as a unique cultural bridge
between the English-speaking United States and Spanish-speaking
Mexico. Through the common bond of garden appreciation, the
current revived interest in Spanish arts and architecture--including
a contemporary fascination with tile--helps strengthen ties that
connect California and Mexico to the cultures of other dry, warm
climates of the world. In this regard, the message of the Alcazar
Gardens extends beyond the design statement intended by
Richard Requa, and can perhaps serve to link the garden symbols
of the ancient Moors to the regional responSibilities of the twenty
first century.
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NOTES

1 Neil Harris, in Cultural Excursions, University of Chicago Press,
Chicago, 1990. defines a chronological progression of three meanings that
have evolved for the term culture. Its earliest use signified nurture--as in
agriculture. The Victorian era gave it a second meaning, concerning elevated,
noble endeavors·-as in the high culture of fine arts. In this century the term
acquired its third use. which embraces the "patterns of value structures, mores
and institutions" common to a group of people--as in cultural identity.

2 For a compelling, vivid glimpse into the dazzling multicultural
civilization of Islamic Spain (711-1492). see Bendiner, The Rise and Fall of
Paradise, Dorset Press, New York, 1983. For a readable, comprehensive history
of Spain--from the prehistoric cave drawings of Altimira through the Spanish
Civil War--see Crow, Spain--The Root and the Flower, University of California
Press, Berkeley, 1965. Also see, Prescott, "'History of the Reign of Ferdinand
and Isabella,'" Prescott's Histories, (Edited by Blacker), Dorset Press, New York,
1990.

3 E. D. Hirsch, author of Cultural Literacy. Vintage Books, New York,
1967, describes the term he coined as: a group's familiarity with a stable body
of shared information which is deeply rooted in the customs, history and
language of a society; mastery of a network of common ideas, symbols,
attitudes, traditions and knowledge, embracing all generations and classes. For
a keener understanding of Spain'S many influences upon American language
and culture, see the brief booklet by Beardsley: Hispanic Impact on the United
States, Hispanic Society of America, New York, 1990.

4 In Morroco, the sound-alike Arab word for fortified palace is casbah--a
term familiar to film and radio fans of the 1920's and '30's. Interestingly, the
Moorish palace of Malaga is called Alcazaba (casbah), rather than Alcazar
(casr). The English word castle and the Spanish name Castro may also have
evolved from a common Indo-European word root, via the latin cas(rum.

5 In The Crusades Through Arab Eyes, Schocken Books, New York,
1984, Amin Maalouf presents gripping accounts of how life was lived in and
around Middle Eastern fortifications (casrs) during peace and war. Payne, The
History of Islam, Dorset Press, New York, 1967, reinforces those descriptions,
but spins them out over a longer time and a wider geographic range.

6 Michael Woods' recently-aired PBS TV series, legacy, provided
remarkable views of the low hills and verdant valleys of the freshwater lagoon
region of contemporary Mesopatamia--which anthropologists believe to be the
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true Eden. Pronounced Ay-DEEN, the name is a Sumerian word which means
nature. The modern visual images of~ are hauntingly similar to many
parts of California: dry hills bordering mountain-fed rivers. [legacy was aired as
a film series in 1992, and is available as a home video, through the Public
Broadcasting Corporation.]

7 There are many private examples of Islamic-style gardens in California
notably in Santa Barbara- where Bertram Goodhue introduced Middle Eastern
influences at the turn of the century in an estate named El Fureides (paradise).
The word paradise appears to be a variant of the Persian term for both garden
and paradise: firdaws. Wilber, Persian Gardens and Garden Pavilions,
Dumbarton Oaks, Washington DC, 1979. Fureides is another spelling of
firdaws. According to Garnett, Stately Homes of California. little Brown, and
Company, Boston, 1915, Goodhue used tile lavishly in the garden courtyards
adjacent to the residence at EI Fureides. The owner, J. M. Gillespie, was
exceptionally generous in opening his home and gardens to visitors, so El
Fureides was seen by many guests and local residents ...who were thus inspired
to explore Mediterranean sources in designing their own estates. Among the
handsomest of these was a Montecito house and garden designed by George
Washington Smith, a Santa Barbara architect who collaborated with
antiquarians Arthur and Mildred Stapely Byne and owner George Steedman to
build Casa del Herrero, in 1922·30. For excellent photo-rich articles about this
estate, see the essays by David Streatfield and David Gebhard in The Magazine
AntiQues, August, 1986. For an overview of the role Spanish influence played
in California garden design, see Streatfield, "'Where Pine and Palm Meet: The
California Garden as a Regional Expression," landscape lournal, University of
Wisconsin Press, Fall, 1985. For a photo essay about the tiled Casa del Herrero
garden, see Baumgartner, "'West of Eden," Horticulture, February, 1989. Tile
was used freely in the ornamentation of Casa del Herrero, and in other Santa
Barbara gardens--such as Cuesta linda (now lotuslandl-as well. Both the Casa
del Herrero and lotusland gardens contain star-shaped Moorish·style fountains
similar to those of the Balboa Park Alcazar Gardens. Illustrations of these can
be seen in Dobyns, California Gardens. Macmillan, New York, 1931. Also see:
Newcomb, Spanish Colonial Architecture in the United States, Dover, New
York, 1990 reprint of a 1937 survey; and Staats, California Architecture in Santa
Barbara, Architectural Book Publishing Co., Inc., Stamford, CT, a 1990 reprint
of a 1929 original. For glimpses into semi-private apartment gardens of the era,
see Polyzoides, Sherwood, Tice & Sherman, Courtyard Housing in los Angeles,
University of California Press, Berkeley, 1982.

8 To learn more about these expositions and the 140·year history of
world's fairs, see Findling, Historical Dictionary of World's Fairs and
Expositions: 1851-1988, Greenwood Publishing Group, Inc., Westport CT,
1990. [San Diego Historical Society.]
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9 The Historic Landscape Design Symposium is one of a recent flurry of
similar conferences in recent years. An excellent overview of current landscape
preservation concepts and resources appeared in Public Garden, American
Association of Botanical Gardens and Arboreta, April, 1992. Other sources
include: Austin, Turner, Melnick & Kane, The Yearbook of Landscape
Architecture, American Society of Landscape Architects, Van Nostrand
Reinhold Company, New York, 1983; Guidelines for the Treatment of Historic
Landscapes (1992) and Preserving Historic landscapes (1990), National Park
Service, Washington, DC. (See full-page phOlo of the Alcazar Gardens on p. 39
of the latter.) Also see Danzer, Public Places--Exploring Their History,
American Association for State and Local History, Nashville TN, 1987.

10 For an overview of the landscape legacy of these expositions, see
Greentree, "Expo Gardens: The Spanish Connection," Pacific Horticulture,
Winter, 1992; and "Garden Gifts from Spain's Expos," California Garden, July
August, 1992.

11 For historians of architecture and the arts there is much engaging
reading in publications relating to world's fairs. Among the most recent of these
works is Celik, Displaying the Orient University of California Press, Berkeley,
1992. World's Fair, POBox 339, Corte Madera, CA 94976-0339, is a quarterly
that includes news of current expositions as well as vignettes about past fairs.
Cultural Excursions, op. cit., also deals with the impact of world's fairs on arts
and landscape.

, 2 In Spanish Gardens, Antique Collectors Club, ltd., Suffolk, England,
19878, Marquesa Casa de Valdez describes Forestier's neo-Arab and other
work in some detail. She notes that "Forestier was without question one of the
great figures of landscaping and architectural histOfY. His sojourn in Spain left a
mark that changed the general trend of modern gardening... Turning such a vast
expanse of land as Maria Luisa Park into Moorish gardens, divided by hedges
into compartments, each one different with its fountains, benches, and tiles,
each imparting a sense of seclusion, was the work of a genius... Forestier,
through his learning and experience clearly initiated a new phase of gardening
in Spain. He introduced [new! plants and launched the neo-Arab style, with its
use of tiles and ceramics in benches, bathrooms, terraces and flat roofs--all the
rage in the 'twenties. [Many Spanish buildingsJ-all typical of this period-still
display this influence." Spanish Gardens does contain one dating error: The
author was unaware that Maria Luisa Park was completed before World War I,
but in Forestier's own book, Gardens..A Notebook of Plans and Sketches,
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1928, (French edition, 1924) Forestier
clearly states that his park was finished in 1914. His plan, included in his book,
is dated 1911. A brief biography of Forestier appears in Jellicoe, Jellicoe and
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Goode, The Oxford Companion to Gardens, Oxford University Press, Oxford,
England, 1986. Forestier's active life 11861-1930) spanned roughly the same
period as that of Kate Sessions, San Diego horticulturist (1857-1940). McPhail,
Kate Sessions, Pioneer Horticulturist, San Diego Historical Society, 1976.

13 In Weitze, California's Mission Revival, Hennessey & Ingalls, Inc., los
Angeles, 1984, the author traces the development of an emerging regional
vernacular architecture, beginning with a romanticized nineteenth+century
awareness of the decline of the missions themselves, through a turn-of-the
century promotion--by land developers and railroad companies--of the Mission
Revival style as part of the lure of the West. Planners of the 1915 San Diego
exposition wanted to trade on the popularity of this Mission revival image for
their own fair, but their vision was upstaged by Bertram Goodhue, who
projected his own passion for the Spanish Renaissance style (sometimes called
the Spanish Colonial style or the Vice-regal style) upon the San Diego plan.
Montes, "Balboa Park, 1909-1911, The Rise and Fall of the Olmstead Plan,"
The lournal of San Diego History, Winter, 1982; and Amero, "'The Making of
the Panama-California Exposition: 1909-1915," The lournal of San Diego
History, Winter, 1990.

'4 For the term "Hollywood Spanish" I am indebted to Norman
Neuerberg, who recently curated the exhibit "Spain--Real and Imagined" at the
Decorative Arts Study Center in San Juan Capistrano. In his docent lecture and
his exhibit catalog, Dr. Neuerberg provided an excellent summary of the
evolution of this style, which crested during the heyday of filmdom. The Balboa
Park gardens that Richard Requa buHt in 1935 appeared late in the Hollywood
Spanish era. By that time, the depression had already seriously undercut the
building boom of the '20s. However, during the economic slump of the '305
Requa was able to capitalize on the available materials and construction skills
which had been generated by the vogue of the previous decade. Fittingly,
Requa was able to bring Hollywood itself into the 1935 expo. For the
Hollywood Hall of Fame, he designed a Pueblo-style building, as a neighbor
for the 1915 Santa Fe-style New Mexico building. (In 1935, this latter was
renamed the Palace of Education.l Moreover, Requa relied on a Hollywood
trained artist, Juan larrinaga, for many of the exterior decorative details used on
the temporary buildings. Requa admired larrinaga's imaginative solutions to
the challenges inherent in the task of constructing striking architecture on a
tight budget and in a hurry. Requa, Inside lights on the Building of San Diego's
Exposition: 1935, privately published by the author, San Diego, 1937.

15 For Requa's first-hand account of the adaptation of the 1915 expo
gardens to the 1935 goats, see Inside Lights.... op.cit. For a comparison of
Requa's Spanish landscape models and his finished gardens, see Greentree,
"Three Spanish Gardens," Pacific Horticulture, Winter, 1990.
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16 For more detail about the site of Seville's first fair, see Greentree,
"Parque Maria Luisa." Pacific Horticulture, Spring. 1991. Also see Gromort,
lardins d'Espagne, A Vincent & Cie, Paris. 1926; Spanish Gardens, op. cit.;
Gardens--A Notebook... , op cit. Also see "SevilleuSpanish American
Exposition: 1929-1930," a brochure (in English) describing the fair, the park
and the city. (San Diego Historical Society. Research Archives, William
Templeton Johnson collection.! Special thanks go to Parker Jackson for
uncovering this last bit of information, and for many other .helpful leads.

17 As Harry Launce Garnham states in Maintaining the Spirit of Place,
PDA Publishers Corporation, Mesa AZ., 1985, the term spirit (genius) of place
(IQQ) "is based upon the beHef that each [site) has ilS own individual special
uniqueness, character, identity and spirit" which distinguishes it from other
places. An assessment of ~!QQ is based on qualities of "local topography.
climate and resources" characteristic of a region or city. Garnham's volume is,
in essence, a workbook for preservation studies, offering useful guidelines for
the identification, analysis and conservatIOn of the spirit of place of any locale.

18 Richard Requa's two design source books are valued today for their
excellent photographs of 1920s Spain and for their terse observations about the
relationship between Mediterranean architecture and the California climate.
The first of Requa'S oversize volumes is Architectural Details of Spain and the
Mediterranean, J. H. Jansen. Cleveland OH. 1927. The second is Old World
Inspiration for American Architecture, Monolith Portland Cement Company.
Los Angeles, 1929. ISan Diego Historical Society Research Archives.] Requa
also wrote a series of newspaper articles for the Sunday edition of the San
Diego Union. lUniversity of California San Diego library.]

19 In Requa'S own words: "There is perhaps no section of the world
where the romance of its history, the beauty of its architecture of the charm of
its scenery has such an irresistible appeal and fascination for the American
people as the countries bordering the western Mediterranean... By study of the
basic features contributing to the perfection of the Mediterranean types,
American architects can gain much in inspiration, suggestions and ideas useful
in the development of ideas suitable for this country, particularly in the sections
of similar climactic and topographical conditions," Architectural Details..., op.
cit,

20 Requa stales: "My main purpose in the preparation of this work was to
provide worthy examples of Old World architecture that will stimulate the
development of appropriate styles in America...to select photographs...that will
furnish ideas and details of practical use in present day American architecture
in the localities where favorable conditions for their utilization prevail...Not
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until we initiate instead of imitate, and set our minds to the task of originating
suitable styles for our country, can we hope for real architecture in America,
architecture that will persist unaffected by transient fads and fancies,
architecture that will fulfill its purpose and justify its use.~ Old World
Inspiration... , op. cit. Requa joined many other southern California architects in
producing homes, schools and community buildings in the Spanish style for
their clients. Among his fellow designers were Wallace Neff, George
Washington Smith, Myron Hunt, Roland Coate, and Reginald Johnson, to cite a
few of the best known. California Gardens, op. cit., and Neff, Wallace Neff
Architect of California's Golden Age, Capra Press, Santa Barbara, 1986.

21 The light/shadow panerns of the so-called white villages of southern
Iberia have an almost hypnotiC attraction for the architecturally~trained eye.
Norman Carver has beautifully documented the drama of the visual interplay
between the blocky, chiaroscuro architectural masses of Andalusian villages
and their austere natural surroundings, in his black/white photo-essay volume:
Iberian Villages, Documan Press, Kalamazoo MI, 1981.

22 Many of Requa's photographs appear in his above-cited source books.
Unfortunately, Requa's extant office records are incomplete. He was associated
with several San Diego firms, and the documents of certain periods of his
professional practice are not well accounted for. However, some of his home
movies have recently been transferred to videotape at the San Diego Historical
Society, and are on file in the Research Archives. Some of his architectural
drawings are being catalogued by SDHS volunteer, Parker Jackson. Milton
Sessions, who traveled to the Mediterranean with Requa in 1928, has very
graciously showed me several of his photo albums, which include pictures that
may nearly duplicate photographs taken by Requa during their 1928 trip and a
later shared trip to Mexico, circa 1930. Personal interview with Milton
Sessions, September 22, 1992.

23 The experience of travel and study abroad appears to have been of
particular value to top architects and garden designers. Early exposure to fine
examples and historic precedents had a powerful influence upon the designs of
those who shaped the tastes of the early twentieth century. Bertram Goodhue,
Beatrix Jones Farrand, George Washington Smith, Addison Mizner, Wallace
Neff, Florence Yoch and Thomas Church are but a few whose design ideals
were informed by their extended travels in Europe. Gebhard, George
Washington Smith, University Art Galleries, University of Santa Barbara, 19&4;
Balmori, McGuire & McPeck, Beatrix Farrand's American Gardens, Sagapress,
Inc., Sagaponack NY, 1985; Stern, Pride of Place, Houghton Mifflin Company,
Boston, 1986; Olendorf, Addison Mizner--Architect to the Affluent Gale
Graphics, Ft. lauderdale Fl, 1983; Wallace Neff... , op. cit.; Church, Gardens
are for People, McGraw Hill, New York, 1983; Yoch, landscaping the
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American Dream, Harry-Abrams, Inc., New York, 1989.

24 In her valuable unpublished master's thesis, Mary Taschner describes
the training Requa received as an apprentice in the firm of San Diego architect
Irving Gill. It was in Gill's office, apparently, that Requa was introduced to
formative ideas about appropriate relationships between architecture and the
land. It was also in Gill's office that Requa was exposed to highly innovative
architecture that dared to depart from the then-accepted norms. Taschner,
Richard Regua--Southern California Architect: 1881-1941, unpublished
master's thesis, University of San Diego, 1982. ICopley library, USD, San
Diego.] Also see Anderson, Moore & Winter, California Design--1910,
Peregrine Smith, Salt lake City UT, 1974/80.

2S Requa, in "My Idea of a Real California Home," Modern Clubwoman,
December, 1929, preferred to call his own style "California Architecture," to
distinguish it from Andalusian protorypes--which he considered aesthetically
pleasing, but woefully old-fashioned in matters of plumbing and lighting.
Speaking to his contemporaries, he stated: "The very fact that our homes are
modern, built of modern materials and equipped with modern conveniences,
places them outside and far removed from the category of ancient and exotic
styles... the congenial relation of building (0 environment, the frank honesty of
its plan ... , picturesque simplicity, unpretentious... use and treatment of
construction materials, and the incorporation of gardens in the architectural
scheme: these are among the important features of Spanish design that are
particularly worthy of emulation in our modern buildings."

26 The charming Santa Cruz district--a remnant of an old Arab/Jewish
medina built over Roman ruins--is fringed with small pocket parks and plazas
which feature tiled benches, fountains and small service buildings. These urban
open spaces showcase a variety of ceramic styles, and help give the heart of
Seville its distinguishing character as "the most Spanish of cities." At the
riverside edge of the Santa Cruz district a larger park, Maria luisa, reinforces
the visual impact of Seville as a treasury of well-tiled gardens. Modern travel
guides are helpful in orienting researchers to the relationship of the Alcazar to
these parks, which include Murillo Park and Catalina de Ribera Park. The best
of these travel guides offer excellent maps, well-researched sketches of local
history and vivid color photographs. One good example is Insight Guides'
Southern Spain, A P A Publications, current edition. [Available at many
bookstores.]

27 The word iraq means cliffs or bluffs. The geological escarpments of
present-day Mesopotamia (Iraq) are thought to be the "walls" that contained the
natural garden of Eden, in the region where four rivers meet: the paradise of
ancient memory. The four rivers are: the Tigris, the Euphrates, the Karum and
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the Karkheh. legacy, op. cit. Also, lecture by Ignacio Bunster-Ossa, ASlA,
Athenaeum, la Jolla CA, July 24, 1992: "Of Persia, Spain and the latins-
Echoes of the Alhambra in the American landscape."

28 Robert Fernea, anthropologist and co-author of The Arab World
Personal Encounters, Anchor/Doubleday, New York, 1985, has proposed that
there are critical links between power politics and water-rights regulation in dry
lands. In his doctoral thesis, Fernea focused upon "the relationship between
irrigation and central authority" in Iraq, theorizing that the "Oriental
despotism" of the Middle East arose as a system of tribal bureaucracy, required
in order to organize and direct water used on the farmlands of Mesopotamia.
Current TV newscasts have given us graphic images of the region in which
Fernea conduoed his field work: the marshes of Iraq-those very wetlands that
gave rise to the high concentrations of human habitation we call civilization.
For a close-to-home overview of the issues surrounding water management in
the western United States, see Reisner, Cadillac Desert PenguinNiking, New
York, 1986. The urgency of Reisner's message is echoed in recent local efforts
to conserve water, and in the fascination among landscape planners and

horticulturists with the concept of Xeriscape.™ Xeriscape is defined as
"quality landscape that conserves water and protects the area." Personal
communication with Jan Tubiolo, Coordinator, Xeriscape Council of San
Diego.

29 California's Mission Revival, op. cit., surveys the first phase of this
succession of styles. For information about the development of the opulent
Vice-regal (Spanish Colonial) style, see the several articles by Richard Amero
and Greg Montes in The lournal of San Diego History, op. cit. For photographic
comparisons between the Plateresque (Spanish Renaissance) buildings of
Balboa Park and their counterparts in Spain, Mexico and Central America, see
Pourade, Gold in the Sun, Union-Tribune Publishing Company, San Diego,
1965. For a culmination of all of these styles as the Hollywood Spanish vogue,
again see the exhibit catalog for "Spain--Real and Imagined", op. cit., which is
a rich source of background data. Also see Limerick, Ferguson & Oliver,
America's Great Resort Hotels, Pantheon Books, New York, 1977.

30 Richard Requa's Spanish Village, Alcazar Gardens and cluster of
Spanish stucco cottages (now collectively called the House of International
Relations) are compao presentations of America's reawakened fascination with
Spanish culture and architeOure. This interest was actively promoted by Archer
Huntington, founder of the Hispanic Society of America, New York, 1963.
Huntington's connections in San Diego included a professional acquaintance
with William Templeton Johnson, architect of the San Diego Museum of Art
and of the American building at the 1929 lbero-American International
Exposition in Seville. The Huntington/Johnson connection resulted in
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Huntington's generous gift of a bronze memorial tribute to EI Cid sculpted by
his wife, Anna Hyatt Huntington. This statue was dedicated in 1930, and now
occupies a prominent place at the heart of Balboa Park. Christman, The
Romance of Balboa Park, San Diego Historical Society, 1965 (revised edition);
and Greentree, "Diana, El Cid and the Bischofias." Pacific Horticulture,
Summer, 1991.

31 landscape architects will appreciate the fine descriptions of these
gardens in Newton, Design on the land, Harvard University Press, Cambridge
MA, 1976; and Byne & Byne, Spanish Gardens and Patios, lippincott, New
York, 1926.

32 The most famous of Spain's Moorish gardens are the justly celebrated
Alhambra and Generalife, in Granada--a province which shares a border with
the province of Andalusia. located in the foothills of Spain's Sierra Nevada,
Granada is higher and cooler than Cordoba or Seville. As the last Islamic
stronghold to succumb to Spain's insistence upon unified Christian rule,
Granada retained its Moorish character longer than other parts of Spain. After
the expulsion of the Moors, in 1492, Christianized Moorish artisans remained
in Spain; the style of their work is termed Mudejar, or post-Moslem,
crasftsmanship. Goodwin, Islamic Spain, Chronicle books, San Francisco,
1990.

33 These features are often stylistically represented in Persian carpets,
which formally reiterate the ground plan of the classic Persian garden. For more
understanding of these oldest garden forms, see lehrman, Earthly Paradise.
Thames & Hudson, England, 1960; Moynihan, Paradise as a Garden--ln Persia
and Mughal India, George BraziJier, Inc., New York, 1979; Dickie, "The
Islamic Garden in Spain, N The Islamic Garden (an anthology), Dumbarton
Oaks, Washington DC, 1976; and Persian Gardens and... ,op. cit. In addition,
the close relationship between Persian carpet design and gardens is explored in
several excellent garden history books, which delve into the origins of the
Middle Eastern traditions that gave rise to the so-called Islamic garden. Among
these are: Oldham, Gardens in Time, landsdowne Press, Sydney, Australia,
1960; Thacker, The History of Gardens. University of California Press,
Berkeley, 1979; and Hyams, A History of Gardens and Gardening, Praeger
Publishers, New York, 1971.

34 "The spontaneous and unprogrammed opportunity to use [social]
space is a very important ingredient in unique...settings... Water and art in
[social] places have historically created a spirit of place and provided strong
metaphors. N Maintaining Spirit of Place, op. cit.
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35 A playing card, such as the ace of diamonds, is a familiar example of a
quincunx.

36 Requa might have liked to have borrowed other exotic features from
the palace gardens--such as the tiled, arcaded pavilion of Charles V, or the
enshrined pool of Joan the Mad, or the sunken patio of Peter the Cruel's
favorite mistress Maria Padilla--but the strict budget and hurried schedule of the
1935 fair did not permit extensive elaborations upon SeviUean themes. Perhaps
because of such limitations upon funds and time, the Balboa Park Alcazar
Gardens represent about one tenth the scope of the palace gardens that had
been developed when Requa first visited seville. (Newer palace gardens have
been added since, in the now-unused orchards. These modern gardens are not,
of course, illustrated on the plans shown in the design books of Requa's era;
(see Appendix B, for a modern garden ptan.)

37 The Moorish features of the Alhambra and Generalife are perhaps
better preserved than those of the Alcazar of Seville because Granada was the
last Moslem city to fall into Christian hands. (1492) Seville had fallen much
earlier, and its Alcazar had been remodeled in 13&4 by Peter the Cruel, using
the skills of the Mudejar population. Islamic Spain, op. cit..

38 English spellings of this Hispanicized Arab term vary. Shipway, Houses
of Mexico--Origins and Traditions, Architectural Book Publishing company,
Stamford, CT, 1970; and Insighl Guides, Southern Spain, op. cit.

39 For the best understanding of Sevillean tile and its history, see
Frothingham, Tile Panels of Spain, The Hispanic Society of America, New
York, 1969. Also, references to the tile of the Triana district are scattered
through the Spanish garden books cited in these notes. A catalog of excellent
tile reference books is available through the Tile Heritage Foundation, POBox
1850 Healdsburg, CA 95448. These works include information about tiles of
Portugal, Spain, Turkey and California--among the many sources relevant to
this discussion.

40 In California, as in Spain, tile has played an important role in garden
decoration. The entire Symposium Edition, July-August, 1992, of Flash Point
the quarterly newsletter of the Tile Heritage Foundation, is devoted to the use
of tile in southern California gardens (and homes) in the 1920sl30s. See
especially: Weitze, "Andalusian Tile of the 16th Century--Adaptarion for
California's Spanish Colonial Revival," and Streatfield. "Permanent Color in the
Carden."

41 Durable ceramics have contributed much local cotor and historic
interest to the International expositions in Seville. For Maria Luisa Park, JCN
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Forestier freely made use of the tiles then manufadured (circa 1911-14). He
may have designed his own tile patterns for certain water features, but he also
used standard motifs that are still sold in Santa Cruz distrid tourist shops. An
extension of Maria Luisa Park, the Plaza of the Americas, was developed for the
1929 expo, using stilt more tile in its benches, tables and beguiling little water
staircase. AU these tiled features now have a certain patina of age; they are
weathered and chipped--looking almost as venerable today as do the much
older Alcazar palace tiles. Interestingly, the 1992 exposition showcased the
history of seville's ceramics produClion in a more novel way, by restoring the
old Pickman chinaware factory-which had once been the Monastery of Santa
Maria de las Cuevas-to become the royal reception pavilion. Today the tall
kiln chimneys of the converted pottery/monastery still dominate the skyline of
Isla de Cartuja, neighboring the Triana district. Greentree, -rhe Story of Spanish
Gardens at world's Fairs," World's Fair, july-September, 1992.

42 The architectural/landscape interrelationships among Mexico, Spain
and the southwestern United States are beyond the scope of this chapter, but
there has been a steady succession of books written about Mexican gardens
and architecture, from the early 1900s until the present. Some examples are:
Goodhue, Mexican Colonial Architec1ure. (ten volumes), 1901; Ayres, Mexican
Architecture, 1924; Garrison and Rustay, Early Mexican Houses. Nchitec1ural
Book Publishing Company, 1930, (now again available in reprint>; Shipway,
The Mexican HQUse-~Old and New, 1960; Mexican Homes Today, 19&4,
O'Gorman, Patios and Gardens of Mexico. 1979; and Tradition of
Craftsmanship in Mexican Houses, 1980. These last four books are all
published by Architectural Book Publishing Company and are still in print
looay. Also see: Kirby, Mexican Landscape Archilecture'4From the Street and
From Within, University of Arizona Press, Tucson, 1972.

43 The best source of information about the emergence of tile
manufaduring in California is the Tile Heritage Foundation, noted above. Back
issues of Flash Point, The Foundation's Quarterly, contain well4researched
studies of individuals and companies wilhin the ceramics industry of California.

44 Because the first Sevillean fair was postponed, there is much confusion
about the period during which Maria Luisa Park was built. Some features were
certainly added to the park after World War I, to extend and claborate the site
for the 1929 exposition. AI present, for instance, there is a small pool that is
tiled with ceramics depiding Disney charaders. This pool could not have been
built much before 1929-30...because the figures had not been invented until
then. Personal observation of area near Guatemala Pavilion, Odober, 1981. In
addition, post-World War II additions of modern sculpture give parts of the
park a very contemporary feeling, adding vitality to the continuum of styles
represented. Spain's isolation during its civil war and subsequent dictatorship
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have combined with language barriers to obscure an accurate American
understanding of the exact chronology of the park's development. San Diego
historians can hope that new multi-lingual research will soon emerge, to help
shed light on the intriguing interrelationships among world's fair sites and the
then-popular vogues which generated them. For example, Foreslier's
cosmopolitan work is currently being rediscovered ...after many years of
neglect. Recently an appreciative international circle of city/regional planners
and landscape architects has sponsored a symposium on Forestier and his work
in France. Spain, Argentina, Morocco and Cuba. As multi-lingual research
continues. and as more information is published about Forestier's role in
helping create a definitive sense of place for cities like Seville. Barcelona,
Buenos Aires. Rabat and Havana, it will become easier to develop an accurate
timeline for his widely scanered commissions. Personal communication with
Dorothee 1mbert, a presenter at the Collogue International--I C N FQrestier:
1861-1930, Paris, December, 1990.

45 The Art Deco Expo (Exposition Internationale des Arts Decoratifs et
Industriels Moderne) was held in Paris in 1925. Although that date anchors the
concentrated public display of a new phase of decorative arts, the movement
had been in progress for a full two decades. fomented by the spare angularity of
Bauhaus architecture. by the new statements of form engendered by cubism,
and by a fascination with the primitive tribal art of Africa. like the first Seville
expo, the Deco expo was originally scheduled for 1914...and then postponed
because of WW l. Forestier, a native Parisian, would have been strongly
influenced by the Art Deco trend developing around him in the 1910s and
1920s. His appreciation of this vogue can be seen in his stylized garden
sketches and landscape designs. By the time plans and funds for the Art Deco
expo were firm (1921), Forestier had already demonstrated his remarkable
talents in Seville and Barcelona, and he was made inspector General of Parks
and Gardens for the 1925 Paris Fair. Chandler, "Where Art Deco was Born,"
World's Fair, january-March, 1989; Spanish Gardens, op. cit.; and Oxford
Companion.... op cit. Echoes of Art Deco influences reverberated in
architecture and garden design for years after 1925, and were clearly evident in
the United States expositions of 1933 (Chicago), 1935 (San Diegol and 1939
(San Francisco). Photographic Collection, California Section, California State
library; Photographic collection, Research Archives, San Diego Historical
Society; and Inside lights...• op. cit.

46 The genius of Forestier's work lies in his facility for abstracting the
design essence of the classic Moorish garden and making it accessible to
modern park users. In the mid-'twenties, his work seemed strikingly avant
garde, and was much emulated by Americans who were seeing all of Spain
with an unjaded and appreciative eye. Fox. PatiQ Gardens, The McMillan
Company, New York, 1929; and Nichols. Spanish and Portuguese Gardens,
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Houghton Mifflin, Boston, 1924.

47 Although the San Diego area is commonly thought of as a
Mediterranean-type region (defined as having mild, wet winters and warm, dry
summers), it is technically termed a coastal desen steppe, because of its very
low rainfall and maritime influences. Seville, by contrast, has a climate much
like that of Riverside, Fresno or San Bernardino. See Pryde, San Diego-·An
Introduction tQ the Region, Department Qf GeQgraphy, San DiegQ State
University, Kendall Hunt Publishing Company, Dubuque, lA, 1976; and Felton,
California's Many Climates, Pacific Books, Palo AltQ CA, 1965.

46 Requa did visit the IberQ-American expositiQn site, apparently, because
he included one phQtograph of a South American fair building in his 1929
volume. Moreover, the phQtQ albums of MiltQn Sessions, a member of Requa's
1926 travel pol ny, include a number Qf pictures taken at Maria Luisa Park. In a
recent (September 22, 1992) interview, Mr. Sessions said that his photographs
would have nearly duplicated Mr. Requa's, because both were interested in
similar aspects of Spanish gardens. Mr. Sessions, a landscape horticulturist,
participated in Requa's six-week circuit of Mediterranean gardens because he
worked closely with Requa in planting the private gardens Requa designed.
During the 1926 trip, Sessions studied the geoclimatic similarities between
California and Mediterranean countries, thereby gaining first-hand authority in
his own specialty. See: Milton Paine Sessions, November, 1990, oral history
interview, on file at the San Diego Historical Society Research Archives.

49 Because so many Qf the Spanish garden books of the 1920s included
photographs of Maria Luisa Park (and other Sevillean parks and town-estate
gardens) it is possible to see glimpses of these gardens as Requa and SessiQns
WQuid have seen them--with plants at the same state of maturity that San
Diego's landscape planners saw. It is very likely that the bookshelves of
Requa'S office included the fQllowing vQlumes (listed in chronological order of
publication), as well as those already cited: Newcomb, Franciscan Mission
Architecture Qf CalifQrnia, 1916 (nQw available as a Dover reprint, 1966);
Whitlesey, The Minor Ecclesiastica1. Domestic and Garden Architecture Qf
Southern Spain, Architectural Book Publishing Company, New York, 1917;
Boltomly, Spanish Details, William Helburn, Inc., New York, 1924; Bissell,
Glimpses Qf Santa Barbara and Montecito GardenS, self-published, Santa
Barbara, 1926; NeYlcomb, Mediterranean Domestic Architecture in the United
States, J H Jansen, Publishers, Cleveland, 1926; Mack & Gibson, Architectural
Details of Southern Spain, William HelbtJTn, Inc., New York, 1928; Tarbell,
Florida Architecture of Addison Mizner, William Helburn, Inc., New York,
1928; Villiers-Stuart, Spanish Gardens. Charles Scribners Sons, New York &

London, 1929; and Hannaford & Edwards, Spanish Colonial or Adobe
Architecture of California--1899-185Q, Architectural Book Publishing
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Company, New York, 1931. The last is back in print as a 1990 reprint. for other
works of the period, see "Spain~-Real and Imagined," op. cit. [Surprisingly-in a
city with a history rooted in Spanish colonialism, and which supports a large
Spanish-speaking population--San Diego's library carries few of these volumes.
However, some of the above can be found at the Athenaeum in La Jolla; others
can be found at the Rancho Santa Fe library; others may be obtained through
interlibrary loan from universities or special collections.)

50 As if speaking directly to the mystery of the missing mention of Maria
Luisa Park in Requa's books, Balboa Park historian Richard Amero has noted:
"Though most architects do not like to admit they borrow details from other
buildings they frequently do. This practice was even more prevalent in the early
part of the twentieth century when many architects visited and studied in
Europe. In any case, it was inevitable that exposition architecture would reflect
a vast amount of accumulated knowledge, for the architects did not have the
time nor the inclination to design original and innovative buildings for
temporary purposes. "Architectural Attributions," The Journal of San Diego
History, Winter, 1990. It is very possible that on his whirlwind trips, which
covered a great deal of territory in a short time, Richard Requa was not
impressed on the spot by Maria Luisa Park. It was quite new, and Requa was
searching for older sources of inspiration. Travel is full of distractions, and it is
very likely that the impact of what Requa saw did not fully register on his
consciousness until long after his trip; perhaps not even until after he had
published his second source book.

51 "The opportunity for peaceful enjoyment of public space is an
important aspect of [site] character." Maintaining Spirit of Place, op. cit.

52 Today, many of the private palaces and town houses of Spanish
nobility have become public museums, open to visitors. Their patios and
courtyards are often beautifully tended, and serve to display the gardens of
post-Moorish aristocracy at their best. Among these museumlhomes are the
Casa de Pilatos (Duke of Medinaceli Palace) and the Palacio de las Duenas
(Duke of Alba) in Seville. In Cordoba, the Viana Patios are meticulously
conserved for public viewing. Moreover, some museums (such as the Bullfight
Museum in Cordoba) and small hotels/pensiones are actually converted
palaces, in which one may enjoy the quiet charm and dignity of an old upper
class home, within the very heart of a busy modern City. Moldovenu, "Paradise
EncioseduThe Patio Gardens of Seville," Garden Design, Spring, 1989;
Greentree, "Viana Patios," Pacific Horticulture, Winter, 1987; Meyer, Gardens
of Western Europe, Brooklyn Botanical Garden, Brooklyn NY, 1960; Hobhouse
& Taylor, The Gardens of Europe, Random House, Ne-w York, 1990; and The
Oxford Companion 10 Gardens, op.cit.
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53 The arched portals of Balboa Park do not reflect the Mudejar character
of the quincunx patios. They are Art Deco stylizations based on Renaissance
era broken-pediment arches, which were added to the Alcazar gardens of
Seville during the reign of Charles V.

54 For a revealing illustration of Seville's Alcazar gardens, see the turn-of
the-century photograph (Plate 196) in Byne & Byne, Spanish Gardens and
Patios, op. cit [see Appendix CJ Compare with Requa's design for Balboa Park.

55 Ibid. Also see the photograph taken some twenty years later (Plate
195).

56 The Giralda is the signature landmark of 5eville--visible from most
parts of the City, and from which the best panoramic views can be seen. It has
been called the Eiffel Tower of Seville. Formerly the minaret of a mosque, with
foundations eight hundred years old, it is rivaled architecturally only by the
minaret of Marrakesh. It can be glimpsed from inside the walls of the Alcazar,
and this proximity captured Requa's imagination when he redesigned the
Montezuma Gardens, because just outside those garden walls stands the
signature landmark of the 1915 expo: the California Tower, reminiscent of
Seville's Giralda. Islamic Spain: SOuthern Spain: and Inside li£hts... ; ops. cit.

57 The ever changing display of colorful flowers in Balboa Park is a
dazzling California interpretation of the more modest Moorish garden, in which
color is more often found in tiles than in plants. The Balboa Park flowers are
often native to Mexico (dahlias, marigolds, zinnias, poppies) or other
subtropical parts of the world, and do not reflect any attempt to present a truly
Arab plant palette. For more information about the plants familiar to ancient
Middle·Eastern gardeners, see Mathe, Civilization of Islam, Crescent Books,
New York, 1980; and Persian Gardens... , op. cit. For more information about
plants introduced since the time of Columbus, see Crosby, The Colombian
Exchange. Greenwood Press, Inc., Westport CT, 1972. For more about dry
clime plants, see Noilles & lancaster, Mediterranean Plants and Gardens,
Floraprint, ltd., Nottingham, 1977; and latymer, The Mediterranean Gardener,
Barron's, New York, 1990.

58 It should not be assumed that a walled Arab courtyard is necessarily a
garden. Certain Moorish courtyards do not rely on any plants for their
decorative appeal. ..nor were they ever intended to be gardens. In Morocco. for
instance, the tile-walled, fountain-spattered sacred courtyards of mosques and
medersas contain not even a single plant to relieve the sharp angles of lheir
open-sky spaces. Even today, in the much·touristed Alhambra, some
courtyards--notably the Court of Uons--have not been overdressed with foliage
and flowers. These spaces contain no plants at all, exactly like their Moroccan
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COUnlerparts today. In post·lslamic Spain, however, the courtyards associated
with the Moslem religion lost their sacred character. After the Arabs were
exiled in 1492--following the '"ethnic cleansing'" of the Inquisition--plants
eventually came to be used more freely in the formerly plain patios of Spain.
When Columbus brought unusual plants back from the New World, exotic
specimens from the Americas began to fill the pleasure gardens of nobility··
forever changing the character of the old Moorish gardens. Today, the gardens
of the Alcazar of Seville and the AlhambraiGeneralife of Granada are filled
with marigolds from Mexico, magnolias from the united States, cannas from
South America, Ofchid trees from China and cedars from the Himalayas. See
Galloti, HQuses and Gardens of Morocco, William Helburn, Inc., New York,
, 926. Also see planl references cited in the previous note.

59 David Streatfield's comments about Casa del Herrero could apply
equally well to the Alcazar Gardens of Balboa Park: he describes plantings
"which in many places are almost tropical in charader landl are peculiarly
Californian. '" The Magazine AntiQues, opt cit.

60 During the past two decades, as an appreciation for the architecture of
the recent past has emerged, early lWentieth--century vogues have received
renewed anent ion. Today the fleeting fashions of yesteryear are appropriately
seen as intriguing aspects of a COnlinuum of styles which have shaped the
character of southern California's architecture and landscape vernacular. See
Sheppard, Creator of the Santa Fe Style: Issac Hamilton Rapp, Architect,
University of New Mexico Press, Albuquerque NM, 1988; Ingle, Mayan Revival
Style--Art DecQ Mayan Fantasy, University of New Mexico Press, Albuquerque,
NM, 1984; and an issue of The Journal of San Diego History,Spring, 1992,
which was devQted tQ the Egyptian Revival movement in San Diego. Moreover,
because Spain is nQw resuming its rightful place in European culture and global
economics, a freshet of inlerest has sprung up cQncerning the history and
decorative arts Qf Spain. See Mitchell & Bell. Spain--The Best of Spanish
InteriQrs, Gardens, Architecture & Landscapes, Little BrQwn & CQmpany,
BQstQn, 1990; Siesin, Cliff, RQzenstroch & De Chabaneix, Spanish Style,
ClarksQn pQtter, Inc., New YQrk, 1990; ElliQtt, The Spanish World, Harry
Abrams, Inc., New York, 1991. Also see Harris, Great Homes of California,
Crescent Books, New York, 1990, for an appreciative backward glance at some
of the fashion-phases of California's home (and garden) history. See especially
the photQS of SCooy's Castle in Death Valley, and Hearst Castle in San Simeon,
for lavish use of tile in the Hollywood Spanish era.

61 See the above-mentioned preservation literature. Moreover, one
organization has set about tQ conserve whole estate gardens, intact. The
Garden Conservancy has aded to preserve two remarkable California gardens:
The Ruth Bancroft Dry Garden in Walnut Creek, and Lotusland, in Montecito,
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Deiu, "Keeping the Best Gardens a Joy Forever," The New York Times,
September 28, 1989; and Griswold, "Champion of the American Garden,"
House and Garden, January, 1992..The Garden Conservancy has developed its
own guidelines for surveying the historic and horticultural value of a garden.
These are available from the Garden Conservancy, Box 219, Cold Spring, NY
19516. In addition, the American Garden and landscape History Program, at
Wave Hill in The Bronx, NY, has developed The Catalog of landscape Records
in the United States, to help researchers find widely scattered landscape
documents throughout the country. Public Garden, April, 1992, op. cit. See
also, Kyvig and Marty, Nearby History, American Association for State and
local History, Nashville TN, 1982.
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Historical Context

THE ALCAZAR GARDEN AS ENVISIONED BY

RICHARD REQUA Sara Brendel and Dolores Mellon

Richard S. Requa migrated to San Diego from Nebraska in 1900,
and for the next 35 years remained one of San Diego's leading
architects. 1 Requa considered his architectural works to be

examples of what he called the "Southern California" style:
simple, elemental shapes contrasting with restrained ornamental
details.2

In 1934 Requa received the commission for the Director of
Architecture to the 1935 Exposition in Balboa Park.3 His
responsibilities as Director included visualizing a general ground
plan; designing new exhibit buildings with surrounding
landscaping; planning new architectural gardens; remodeling the
remaining buildings from the 1915 Exposition; and compOSing
additional interior and exterior decorations.4 Requa believed any
landscaping additions undertaken by the 1935 Exposition should
not only compliment the existing design but also be a source of
permanent enjoyment for the community.5

1University of san Diego Public History Graduate students, San Diego

Architects 1868-1939; University of San Diego, San Diego, California, 1991.

p.147.

2USD
3USD

4Mary Tasdlner. Richard Requa: Southern California Architect 1881·1941;
University of San Diego, San Otego, California, 1982. p. 131.

5MT. p. 144.
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During earlier trips to Spain, Requa discovered several gardens "of
outstanding interest and beauty."6 He dreamed of one day
recreating the "essence" of these gardens in San Diego.7 The
gardens, found in the Andalusian region of southwestern Spain,
are distinguished by "potted plants, a few choice trees, bright,

tiled seats, a little splash and gurgle of water, a sheltered pergola
or bower...Their atmosphere is that of restfulness and cheer."s

At the core of Seville lies the Alcazar, former residence of the

Spanish Kings.9 The Alcazar Garden is a "level area divided into
small plots by massive walls and hedges and at each intersection
of the paths there is located a low fountain of unusual design."lo
Fitting into the box hedge enclosures are masonry seats finished

with colored tile. l1 The gardens in Ronda (located adjacent to an
old Moorish house, La Casa Del Rey Mora, named for its former

overlords) are architecturally characterized by terraces, stairs and
water features. T2

Requa's combination of architectural design with landscaping
became an outstanding feature of the 1935 Exposition. 13 His

gardens in Balboa Park contain many of the Moorish features
found at the original Spanish sites; "colored tile seats; pavement
and accessories; simple water effects, pools, rivulets and
fountains."14 The site of the 1915 Montezuma Garden near the

original Exposition's west entrance became a series of flower beds

6Aichal'd Requa, Inside Ughts on the building of San Diego's Exposition,
1935; san Diego, califomia, 1937. p. 87.
7RR, p. 92.

SRichard Requa, Old World Inspiration for American Architecture; Monouth
Portland Midwest Company, Los Angeles, califomia, 1929.
9Stephen Ayres, Califomia - Pacific Intemational Exposition 1935-36;
University of San Diego, San Diego, caUfomia, 1981. p. 22.
10RR, p. 91·92.
11RR, p. 92.
l2SA, p. 22.

13RR, Inside Ughts...p. 87.

14RR, Old Wond...p. 34.
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outlined by hedges and surrounding a tiled fouritain. 1s In the
Alcazar Garden, bright, tiled seats placed at garden borders
against background foliage and geometrically designed flower
beds surround tiled central fountains. 16

The most noteworthy features of the design plan are the two
sidewalk fountains located at pathway intersections in the garden.
Requa stated, "every fountain is of a different form and treatment."
17 The "features and accessories are placed with a studied
avoidance of symmetry", each detailed in separate geometrical
patterns and Moorish designs. 1S

Requa helped pioneer the concept of planned architectural
gardens; a way to design the house and garden "as an integrated
whole."19 His vision of the 1935 Exposition realized the "perfect
blending of architecture and landscaping."20 Visitors received a
"complete and satisfying experience of art and beauty."21 Under
Requa'S supervision, the Exposition stood as an example of
aesthetically pleasing architecture of less ornamentation
embellished with carefully planned landscaping that acted as an
extension of the buildings rather than an isolated entity.

1SMT, p. 148.

16RR, Inside Ughts...p. 99.

17RR, Old Wor1d p. 34.

1SRR, Old Wor1d p. 34.

19U5D, p. 147.

20MT, p. 149.

21MT, p. 149.
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Survey and Inventory

TILE FEATURES

DEseRI PTION OF SEATS (The words "benches" and "seats" are
interchangeable on the original plans)

Seat locations: Four seats located around east fountain
Four seats located around west fountain

(illustrations 1 and 3)

Richard Requa's original 1935 plan describes the arrangement,
design and colors of seats A and seats B (see drawing page 71).

Seats A and B differ in the design motif of the elevations and the
tile colors on the plan view.

DESIGN MOTIF A:

Seat elevations are coded as:
ES-EL-NE (east seat/elevation/northeast)

ES-EL-SW (east seat/elevation/southwest)
W5-EL-NW (west seat/elevation/northwest)

WS-EL~SE (west seat/elevation/southeast)

Description of elevations of seats A: Beginning at ground level, a
3" cement strip runs the horizontal length of the bench. Above this
strip, there are two rows of 6" X 6" tiles (actual sizes vary from
53/4"to 57/8 I'), tiles are 5/8 II in thickness with squared edges. Within

these two rows a complete design motif consists of four 6" X 6"

tiles, forming a , 2" X , 2" floral rosette enclosed within a double
ring.

The third row of tiles consists of 4" X 4" tiles (actual sizes vary
from 37/8" to 4"), measuring 3/8" thick. These tiles form a repetitive,
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Figure 8: Design morif A.
seat elevation.

Figure 9: Design motif A,
sear plan view.

horizontal border. Above this border is the elevation view of a 2"
X 6" X 2" right angle cap (figure 8).

The seat left and right sides are angled back 45° from the center
elevation. Four complete design motifs comprise the center
elevation, with the left and right sides having one complete motif

each, giving each seat elevation layout six complete design motifs
that repeat horizontally.

At each end of the seat elevation is a vertical strip of cement
ranging in size from 112" to 1112". The rear elevation is untiled
cement. The tile grout is approximately 1/." wide, smooth textured,
medium gray in color.

Tiles are a red earthenware, grogged, semi-vitreous clay body.

The solid color and painted floral design motifs have a semi-matte
glaze.

Seat plan views are coded as:

E5-PV-NE (east seat/plan view/northeastl
ES-PV-5W (east seat/plan view/southwest)
WS-PV-NW (west seat/plan view/northwest)
WS-El-SE (west seat/plan view/southeast)

Description of plan view of seats A: The top of the seat forms a

rectangular hexagon. The outside front edge is a 2" wide, 6" long,
2" high right angle cap. This cap extends beyond the front
elevation approximately 3/.". The back edge is a 2" X 6· cut, flat
tile, flush with the back elevation. This solid blue tile cap forms a

border surrounding an offset layout of 3· X 6" and 3· X 3· tiles.

The 3" X 6· tiles are solid green in color. The 3" X 3" tiles are solid

yellow in color. Grout joints are approximately 1/8" wide, smooth
and medium gray in color (figure 9).
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Tiles are a red earthenware, grogged, semi-vitreous clay body.
The tiles have a semi-matte glaze.

DESIGN MOTIF 8:
Seat elevations are coded as:

ES-El-NW (east seat/elevation/nonhwest)

ES-El-SE (east seat/elevation/southeast)
WS-EL-NE (west seat/elevation/northeast)
WS-EL-SW (west seat/elevation/southwest)

Description of elevations of seats B: Seat B elevations are the

same as A elevations with the exception of the design motifs. The
two rows of 6- X 6- tiles form rosettes within a quatrefoil border.
The third row of 4- X 4- tiles form a repetitive, two part horizontal

border (figure 10).

Seat plan views are coded as:

ES-PV-NW (east seat/plan view/northwestl
ES-PV-SE (east seat/plan view/southeastl
WS-PV-NE (west seat/plan view/northeast)
WS-PV-SW (west seat/plan view/southwest)

Description of plan views of seats B: Seat B plan views are the
same as seat A plan views with the exception of 3" X 6 '1 and 311 X
3" tile colors. 3" X 6" tiles are yellow and 3" X 3" tiles arE;' blue

(figure 111.

DESCRIPTION OF FOUNTAINS

WEST FOUNTAIN: The west fountain is laid out in the shape of a
symmetrical quatrefoil. This quatrefoil fountain is surrounded by

four tiled seats. The fountain and seats are geometrically arranged
at the intersection of red concrete sidewalks (figure 15).
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Figure 11: Design morif B.
sear plan view.
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Figure 12: West fountain,
exterior wall.

The fountain is constructed of solid concrete, covered with tiles of
various sizes, shapes and colors. The ti les were custom made for
this quatrefoil shape, each tile having rounded and glazed edges.

The tiles are a red earthenware, semi-vitreous day body. Tiles

have a semi-matte glaze, some with painted floral design motifs

and others with solid color.

tn the center, a fountainhead made of cast concrete with bronze
fittings rises from the floor (figure 16), The original drawings show

a turned bronze fitting, the top portion of which is presently
missing (see drawing page 69).

For purposes of this report, the west fountain was photographed in

quarter sections. The photographs of the interior and exterior
elevations and the photographs of the plan views of fountain walls
and floors are listed with location codes (illustrations 1 and 2).

West Fountain elevations are coded as:
Exterior:
WF-EL-NW-X (west ftn/elevation!northwest!exterior)
WF-EL-NE-X (west ftn!elevation!northeastlexterior)
WF-EL-SE-X (west ftnfelevation!southeastlexterior)

WF-EL-SW-X (west ftn!elevation/southwest!exterior)

Interior:
WF-EL-NW-N (west ftnfelevation!northwest!interior)
WF-EL-NE-N (west ftn!elevation!northeast!interior)

WF-EL-SE-N (west ftnfelevation!southeast!interior)
WF-EL-SW-N (west ftnfelevation/southwestlinterior)

Description of elevations: Exterior side walls starting at ground

level, are covered with custom made tiles of a repetitive floral
design motif. The tiles are 3U X 6" and follow the contour of the
fountain wall. Above this 6" row of tHe, is a 2" X 6" X 2" solid blue

right angle cap (figure 121.
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Interior sIde walls starting at fountain floor level is a row of solid
blue 2- X 3- tiles following the inside contOurs.

The second row of tiles consists of an alternating panern of a five
part 6" X 6" design motif, interspersed with two 3" X 6" solid green
tiles. The five part design motif is made up of a central 2" X 2"

brown diamond, enclosed in four 3" X Y cut green tiles, to
complete the design in a 6" square (figure 13),

The top row of tiles IS a 2" X 3" X 2" solid blue, right angle cap
that rollows the contours oi the fountain walls.

West Fountain plan views are coded as:
Plan view wall:
WF·PV-NW (west ftn/plan view/northwest)

WF-PV-NE (west fln/plan view/northeasll
WF·PV-SE (west itn/plan view/southeast)

WF-PV-5W (west fln/plan view/southwest)

Plan view floor:
WF-PV-NW-F {west ftn/plan view/northwest/floor;
WF-PV-NE-F (west fln/plan View/northeast/floor)

WF-PV-SE-F (west fln/plan vIew/southeast/floor;
WF-PV-SW-F (west fln/plan view/southwest/floor)

Description of wall plan view: The inside edge tiles are a 2" X 3"
X r solid blue, right angle cap following the couteur of the inside
radius of the fountain wall (figure 14).

The outside edge cap tiles match this inside cap in color and size,
following the outside radius. Both are custom made to fit the

fountain curvature. The inside and outside right angle caps form a
solid blue border, between which is two rows of custom made
tile.
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Figure 13: West fountam.
mtenor wall.

Figure 14: West fountam.
wall plan view.
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Figure 15: West fountain layout showing quatrefoil shaped
fountain and four surrounding benches at intersection of
sidewalks.

Figure 76: West fountain cast concrete fountainhead.
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o
Figure 17: East fountain layout showing star shaped fountain and
four surrounding benches at intersection of sidewalks.

Figure 18: East fountain cast concrete fountainhead.
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Figure /9: West fountain.
t100f plan view.

These two rows are a checkerboard panern of solid yellow tiles
and tiles with an enclosed four pointed yellow star motif on a blue
background. The tiles are tapered in size to fit the interior and
exterior radii. The taper measures apprOXimately from 2'n l to 31

,

with tiles made to accommodate the radius.

Description of floor plan view: The fountain floor is a panern
created by interlocking blue rings on a solid green background.
The size of the rings is determined by the inside radius of the
quatrefoil shape of the fountain. The fountainhead is centered in
the ring pattern (figure 191.

The floor tiles are custom made with rounded, glazed edges. The
green background tiles are 6" X 6K

, made to accommodate the
ring panern. The blue rings are made up of tapered 21/2

K to 3ft tiles
made to accommodate the radius.

EAST FOUNTAIN: The east fountain is laid out in the shape of a
six pointed star. The fountain is surrounded by four tiled seats.
The fountain and seats are geometrically arranged at the
intersection of red concrete sidewalks (figure 17), The east
fountain construction is the same as the west fountain, solid
concrete covered with tiles of various sizes. shapes and colors.

The tiles are both custom made and miter cut for this star shape.
The custom made tiles have rounded, glazed edges and the
mitered tiles have cut, unglazed edges.

The tiles are a red earthenware, semi-vitreous clay body. The tiles
have a semi-mane glaze, some with painted floral design motifs
and others with solid color.

The east fountain contains a central fountainhead of cast concrete.
The original 1935 drawings show four bronze downspouts. These
have been replaced by brass pipe fittings that give an upward
spray (figure 18), (drawing page 69).
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For purposes of this report, the east fountain was photographed in

quarter sections. The photographs of the interior and exterior
elevations and the photographs of the plan views of fountain walls
and floors are listed with location codes (illustrations 3 and 4).

East Fountain elevations are coded as:
Exterior:

EF-EL-N-X (east hn/elevation/north/exteriorl

EF-EL-E-X (east hn/elevation/eastlexteriorl
EF-EL-S-X (east ftn/elevation/south/exterior)
EF-EL-W-X least hn/elevation/westlexteriorl

Interior:

EF-EL-N-N (east hn/elevation/north/interiorl
EF-EL-E-N (east ftn/elevation/eastlinterior)

EF-EL-S-N (east hn/elevation/south/interiorl
EF-El-W-N (east ftn/elevation/westlinteriorl

Description of elevations: Exterior side walls starting at ground

level are covered with 6" X 6" tiles with a floral rosette motif on a
solid color background. The floral rosette is green on a yellow
background. Above this 6" row of tile, is a 2" X 6" X 2" solid blue

right angle cap. These cap tiles are mitered at the interior and
exterior star points (figure 20).

Interior side walls starting at fountain floor level is a row of solid
blue 6" X 2" tile. the second row of tiles consists of an alternating

pattern of a five part 31/2" X 6" design motif, interspersed with 6" X

6" solid green tiles.

The five part design motif is made up of a central 2" X 2" brown
diamond, enclosed in four 11/2" X 21f2" cut green tiles, to complete
the design in a 31/2" X 6" rectangle (figure 21). On the west

elevation is a badly corroded iron pipe inset into the wall.
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Figure 20: East fountain,
exterior wall.

Figure 21: East fountain,

interior wall.
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Figure 22: fast fountain, wall
plan view.

Figure 23: fast fountain, floor
plan view.

The top row of tiles is a 2" X 6" X 2" solid blue, right angle cap,

mitered at the points of the star.

East fountain plan views are coded as:

Plan view wall:
EF-PV-N (east fin/plan view/nonh)

EF-PV-E (east fin/plan view/east)

EF-PV-S least fin/plan view/southl
EF-PV-W least fin/plan view/westl

Plan view floor:
EF-PV-N-F (east fin/plan view/northlfloor)
EF-PV-E-F (east fin/plan view/east/floor)
EF-PV-S-F (east Itn/plan view/south/floor)
EF-PV-W-F (east fin/plan view/west/floor)

Description of wall plan view: The inside edge tiles are a 2- X 6
X 2" solid blue, right angle cap. The outside cap tiles match this
inside cap in color and size. Both are mitered at the star points.

The interior and exterior right angle caps form a solid blue border,
between which is a row of custom made 6~ X 6M tiles with a
painted floral rosette design motif. This floral rosette design is the
same as that used on the outside elevation (figure 22).

Description of floor plan view: The fountain floor is made up of

four concentric star patterns on a solid green background. These
star patterns, using 2- X 6- solid blue tiles, begin at the fountain
wall and are reduced in size with the fountainhead being in the
center of the smallest (figure 23),

Both green and blue tiles of the fountain floor are mitered and
have square, unglazed edges. A 11(2- brass drainpipe is set into the
fountain floor.
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ORIGINAL DRAWINGS

URBAN CORPS - HISTORIC PRESERVATION PROJECT

SAN DIEGO PUBLIC LIBRARY - SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

Inventory of Architectural Plans

Richard Requa's drawings provide the researcher a graphic record
of his construction and design concepts. The drawings of seats
provide details of elevations and plan views. Tile layouts, colors
and design motifs are also indicated.

The site plans have details of terra cotta flower pots, now missing,
that were part of the original garden concept.

The fountainhead details reveal alteration to the original water
flow elements. No drawings of the fountains' construdion details

have been found to date. The absence of fountain plans has led to
speculation that they were "stock" items and had construction

specifications supplied by the manufacturer.

Richard Requa's drawings are stored with hundreds of other
valuable architectural drawings in the special collections storage
at the San Diego Public library. Many of these originals are in

need of condition recording and conservation.

The following architectural plans from the library speCial
collections are presented with sample inventory and condition
records.
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ELEVATION FOR EAST FOUNTAIN

DATE OF INV.:

BY:

INV. NO.:

ARCHIVE:

THEIR FILE:

TITLE:

ARCHITECT:

ORIG. PROJECT NO.:

SHEET NO.:

DRAWN BY:

SHEET DATE:

MEDIUM:

SCALE:

DIMENSIONS:

DESCRIPTION:

CONDITION:
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9/1 S/92
Monica Mroz
N/A

San Diego Public Library, Calif.

Room, Special Collections

Alcazar Garden #1

Elevation for East Fountain

Richard S. Requa

C-18

S
D.T. (Don Taylor)

12/12/34
Pencil on trace

Plan at 3- = 1'-a". Elevations are
approximately life-size.

36" x 53"

FSD Cast Cement Base for Bronze
spout in West Fountain. Plan of east
fountain (3" = 1 '-0"1. FSD Cast

Cement Spout for East Fountain.

Notes:
East Fountain: Design of bronze top
spout on existing fountain differs from

design on plan. Four bronze side
spouts specified on the plan are also
missing, replaced by standardized

bronze fittings which spout up instead

of down. The cast cement base is as
specified.

West fountain: Top 1" of cast bronze

spout is missing.
Good . creases and small wrinkles

around edges, small water stain on
lOp. Very legible.
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ALCAZAR GARDEN TILE BENCHES

DATE Of INV.:

BY:
INV. NO.:
ARCHIVE:

THEIR fiLE:
TITLE:
ARCHITECT:
ORIC. PROJECT NO:
SHEET NO.:
DRAWN BY:
SHEET DATE:
MEDIUM:
SCALE:
DIMENSIONS:
DESCRIPTION:

CONDITION:
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9/15/92
Monica Mroz
NIA
San Diego Public Library, Calif.
Room, Special Collections
Alcazar Garden *5
Alcazar Garden Tile Benches
Richard S. Requa
C·1S
Unknown (original is lorn)
D.T. (Don Taylor)
1/29/35

Blueprint
Various, see description.

Bench elevation with tile patterns for
slyle A and style B, (l 1/2"=1 '-0").

Bench section (1 1/2",,1 '.0"). Bench
in plan with tile pattern and colors for
style A; style B uses second design on
front, reverse 01 A on top, (1 1/2"'"

1 '·0"1. Diagram of bench
arrangement; reverse arrangement
around west fountain (l/S" '" 1'-0"1
Noles:
Existing condition is as shown in plan.
Good. Lower right corner lorn off,
sheet and job numbelS are missing.
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ALCAZAR GARDEN

DATE Of INV.:
BY:
INV. NO.:
ARCHIVE:

THEIR fiLE:
TITLE:

ARCHITECT:
ORIG. PROJECT NO:
SHE£T NO.:
DRAWN BY:
SHEET DATE:
MEDIUM:
SCALE:

DIMENSIONS:
DESCRIPTION:

CONDITION:
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9/15/92
Monica Mroz
NfA
San Diego Public Library, Calif.
Room, Special Colleaions
Alcazar Garden '6
Alcazar Garden (formerly
Montezuma}
Richard S. Requa
(.18

l
D.T. (Don Taylor)

11/30/34
Blueprint
1'., 1'-0'

Wall section. Detail of pot stand
(total of 181. Complete garden layout
with location of fountains and tile
benches. Elevation of south gates.
Notes:
Existing condition is as shown on
plan. Pot stands are miSSing.
Good.







RUBBINGS

Each seat and fountain elevations and plan views have been
documented by rubbings. The image of surfaces were obtained by
placing paper over the tiles and rubbing the paper with a
carpenters crayon (figure 24). This method provided a lull size
graphic representation. Each elevation and plan view has been
assigned a location code similar to the photographic location
codes. The rubbings provide a recOfd of deterioration, voids and
actual size design layouts of the tiled surfaces (ligures 25 and 26).

Urban Corps members Aberto CilSlro, Eladio Ledezma and project
manager David Richardson spent 40 hours preparing the
rubbings. They are presently archived at the San Diego Historical
Society, with a site plan and corresponding location codes.

Figur~ 24: Corpsmember Eladio Ledezma in the process of
acquiring the east fountain floor image,
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Figure 25: PaNem image of east fountain floor.

Figure 26: PaNem image of east fountain floor in place.
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ILL USTRA TlONS

I • LOCATION CODES, WEST SEATS

2 • LOCATION CODES, WEST FOUNTAIN

3 • LOCATION CODES, EAST SEATS

4 • LOCATION CODES, EAST FOUNTAIN

5. SITE MEASUREMENTS, WEST FOUNTAIN AND SEATS

6 • SITE MEASUREMENTS, EAST FOUNTAIN AND SEATS

7 • SEA T ELEVATION AND PLAN VIEW
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Documentation

PHOTOGRAPHS

Photographs are an essential part of the Alcazar Garden tile
project. The 35 mm color slide format was used to capture the tile
colors and design subtleties. The slides may be used for
presentations to generate local interest in the preservation and
conservation of the garden's tiled features. Slides may also be
used to produce prints or laser copies for future publications. All
slides are archived at the San Diego Historical Society. They have

been listed and labeled with corresponding location codes as
cited in this report (appendix Hl.

The photographic documentation presented in this report has
been divided into two categories:
I. Specific documentation of feature elevations and plan views.
II. Close-ups of surface and structural conditions.

I. Elevations and Plan Views
The photographs of the elevations and plan views were taken by
Urban Corps members Alberto Castro and Eladio Ledezma. They
were taught and assisted by community volunteers, Jean Wilder,
Education Coordinator of the Museum of Photographic Arts and
Charles Cawley, photographer and museum docent. This
collaboration resulted in the production of 48 slides and provided
a service learning opportunity for corpsmembers (figures 27 and
28).

To establish a systematic recording, filing and retrieval of
photographs a location code was developed. Each feature has an
assigned code that appears on a marker in each slide. The
location codes are also indicated on the slide labels and site plans
of the east and west fountains and seats (illustrations 1 through 4).
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Location codes are abbreviated as follows:
ES, WS (east seats, west seats)
EF, WF (east fountain, west fountain)
PV, EL (plan view, elevation)
X, N, F (exterior, interior, floor)
N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW (compass references)-

II. Surface and Structural Conditions
Photographs in this category are close-ups of tile surfaces. They
represent typical examples of deterioration associated with the
tiled seats and fountains. A full discussion of common
deterioration problems and therapies is presented in de Teel
Patterson Tiller's preservation brief, The Preservation of Historic
Glazed Architectural Terra-Cotta (appendix I).

The following conditions have been noted in the Alcazar Garden
tile work: crazing, spalling, erosion, effloresence and oxide
jacking (figures 29 through 331.

Also included in this section are close-up views of examples of
replicated tiles and faulty craftsmanship alterations of previous
restoration efforts.

Replicated tiles have distinct distortions of color and design motif
detail (figure 341. Replicated tiles appear to have more
deterioration from spalling and erosion than the originals. One
possible explanation is that they were fired at a lower
temperature.

The grout lines associated with the replicated tiles have color,
textural and alignment variations (figure 34). The original grout is

smooth, dense, and light grey. Replacement grout is rough, porous
and medium grey.

-References are not precise and follow general east and west layout of
walkways and intersections.
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Figure 27: Corpsmembers Alberto Castro and Eladio Ledezma are
instructed by Museum of Photographic Art volunteer, Charles
Cawley.

Figure 28: Corpsmembers and community volunteers
documenting features.
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Figure 29: Crazing-The formation of small random cracks in the
glaze.

Figure 30: Spalling-Glaze separates from clay body as a result of
water related and temperature tensions and pressures.
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Figure 31: Erosion-Exposed, porous clay body is worn away by
water.

Figure 32: Effloresence -Whitish scale or powder on tile surfaces
formed by NliberatedNsalts within a clay body or cement base.
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Figure 33: Oxide-jacking-Reinforcing steel rusts and expands
creating interior pressures that crack and spall structural materials.

Figure 34; Replicated Tile-Distortion of color, design motif detail
and grout.
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Summary

A preliminary report such as The Alcazar Garden tile project
raises many new questions and gaps in our understanding of the
design and construction of the garden features. Further research
and documentation is clearly needed in order to supply detailed
answers to the many puzzles that have emerged from this study.

Timely opportunities must not be lost in tapping into first hand
experience and expertise, before records are lost and memories
dimmed. Some persons who were involved in the 1935 exposition
and in tile manufacture during that era are still living. Milton
Sessions, age 92, has a wealth of information about events and
personalities that were part of the exposition. Philip Klaubur was

involved in the 1962 Rotary Club sponsored garden restoration
project and his recollections also need recording. The family of
Juan B. larrinaga, who worked with Richard Requa during the
1935 exposition should be asked about surviving records and
photographs.

The Tile Heritage Foundation1s newsletter, Flash Point. 1992
Symposium Edition, mentions artists who designed tiles at Malibu
Pottery. These persons may help answer questions regarding who
manufactured the Alcazar Garden tiles.

Richard Requa's 16mm film footage archived at the San Diego
Historical Society should also be reviewed. These films taken
during Requa's travels to Spain may hold some insight into our
understanding of the Spanish gardens and their relation to the
Alcazar Garden in San Diego.

With the current resurgent interest in national and community
service, the Alcazar garden project could provide San Diego a
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model of the ideals and goals of The National and Community
Service Act of 1990. Historic and cultural site preservation is one
of the many activities to be implemented over the next few years.

The Alcazar Garden could, with continued voluntary efforts,
collaboration and cooperation, become a symbolic demonstration
of the spirit of national and community renewal.

Fifty five years ago, Richard Requa applauded a similar
community spirit that gave San Diego the gardens and much of
Balboa Park that we enjoy today.

"'I would like to eulogize, individually, the organizations and
citizens of California who aided in making this exposition dream
a reality, and particularly the San Diego Chamber of Commerce,
civic societies, service clubs, city and county officials and
residents of the community whose confidence and courage
prompted them to contribute so generously to the enterprise
during the period of this country1s darkest depression••• N

Richard Requa, June 1, 1937
Inside Lights on the Building of San Diego's Exposition, 1935
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Epilogue

Excerpts from a letter to David Richardson, project manager, from

Parker H. Jackson, San Diego Historical Society research
volunteer, August 1992.

•... Unlike the 7975-16 Exposition, the 7935 buildings and
gardens were to be permanent for the Jong~tenn enjoyment
of the people of 5an Diego....Nearly 60 years of varying
degrees of marginal maintenance, public indifference and
lack of a dedicated focus on preservation of these gardens
and their struaural details, has fortunately not erased them
totally from the landscape...

... There is another facet to the heritage represented by
these gardens. They are also a part of San Diego's heritage
from the 'Great Depression', a memorial to the citizens and
business leaders, and to their confidence and faith in the
future prosperity of the city.... the fountains, benches, and
other ornamental structures of the gardens, must become
the focus of an ongoing effort, including not only
restoration and maintenance, but a public education
directed at the heritage they represent...

...Requa and his contemporary civic leaders, did not intend
for their effons towards improving the environment of San
Diego's public spaces to be a shan term venture. The zeal,
pride and dedication of both the planners and the
craftsmen that worked on creating these gardens is
reflected in what we see today... .,
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